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This coffee was purchased through the famed Cup of Excellence, a rigorous competition conducted with the goal of 
selecting and bringing to market the finest coffees from any given country of origin. This is done via a process of blind 
analysis, first by a National Jury of roughly a dozen people (who, themselves, are rigorously vetted for the honor of being a 
Cup of Excellence judge), and then by an International Jury comprised of roughly 20 industry professionals from around the 
globe. As each lot enters the competition process it is assigned a code known only to the competition auditor. Each lot is 
cupped (tasted) numerous times. The further along the competition a coffee progresses the greater the number of times it 
has been blindly evaluated. After being ranked the coffees are then auctioned off through an online platform which drives 
prices quite high. Overall this is a net positive for producers and the industry at large as it incentivizes farmers to carefully 
produce the best possible coffee to submit to the competition, thus treating the crop as a truly specialty item and further 
distancing and distinguishing specialty coffee from commodity coffee and the commodity coffee approach to producing 
and selling coffee. Further, it normalizes high prices for coffee - a necessity if coffee production is to continue into the 
foreseeable future. Finally, it acts as a platform to bring farmers’ coffee to market and connects them directly to buyers, thus 
empowering producers.

A third-generation coffee producer, Lucas German Melo is dedicated to producing top quality coffee. Señor Melo’s 7th 
place finish in the 2018 COE marks his second consecutive COE win, having placed 9th in the 2017 Competition. During 
the 2017 Auction Señor Melo’s coffee sold for $8.40 a pound. This 2018 lot was sold at auction for $20.50 a pound, the 
vast majority of that money going directly to the producer! This is an incredible price considering it does not even include a 
number of steps that take place before the coffee is exported, nor does it include the cost to export, transport, or import 
the coffee. During an epoch marked by abysmally low global coffee prices, hovering around $1.00 per pound, it is prices like 
these that are truly able to incentivize producers to focus their energies on creating top quality specialty coffee lots.

Lucas Melo’s coffee is incredibly lively and sweet. Complex fruit characteristics ranging from 
raspberry to dried pineapple make this very special lot one of the best Colombian coffees we at 
Passenger have ever tasted.

IN THE CUP

Obsessed with producing top quality coffees, this lot represents Lucas Melo’s second consecu-
tive Cup of Excellence award. A boon to Colombian specialty coffee, Señor Melo is not stingy 
with the experience and knowledge he has garnered during his life, and instead shares gener-
ously his passion for producing specialty coffee with the youth that represents the next genera-
tion of Colombian coffee producers.
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